Today there are more than 13 million cancer patients in the United States. This number is projected to grow to 18 million by 2020. Cancer care centers, hospitals, and clinics are struggling to keep up with patient needs. The time is now to develop and implement survivorship care.

Unfortunately, the delivery of survivorship care is limited. A recent national assessment of oncology nurses found that:

- Only 13 percent of cancer-care facilities had a formal survivorship program
- Approximately 30 percent of cancer-care facilities had limited access to survivorship care

Cancer Survivors require patient-centered, coordinated care that is focused on improved outcomes and reduced healthcare costs. CST’s solutions help organizations fill knowledge gaps and more efficiently improve access to care for cancer patients.
Cancer Survivorship Training (CST) provides online and mobile continuing education designed to give healthcare professionals evidenced-based training in survivorship care. Each course is developed in collaboration with medical content matter experts and provides the information needed to address the primary issues associated with cancer survivorship.

- Survivorship Care: Who, What, When, Where, Why and How
- Patient Navigation and Adherence
- Physical Late and Long-term Effects of Cancer and Its Treatment
- Psychosocial Issues and Cancer
- Energy Balance (Diet and Exercise)
- Economic Well-being, Employment and Cancer
- Complementary and Alternative Therapies
- Fatigue and Cognitive Difficulties
- Sexual Health
- Fertility Preservation
- Genetic Issues for Cancer Patients and Family Members
- Screening for New or Recurrent Cancer, Cancer Prevention and Control, and the Role of Primary Care in Cancer Survivorship Care
- Adult Survivors of Childhood Cancers
- Survivorship Program Development, Implementation and Sustainability
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Dr. Jennifer R. Klemp is responsible for the vision and overall leadership of Cancer Survivorship Training (CST). Dr. Klemp ensures the eLearning solutions CST creates address the needs of healthcare professionals aimed at improving the lives of cancer patients. In particular, Dr. Klemp oversees CST's course content and facilitates relationships with the oncology care community, healthcare training programs, and professional organizations.